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A universal initiative for peace!
Roberto Fabian an independent singer, songwriter and producer from
Sydney collaborated with two exceptional session vocalists, to perform
and produce multiple versions of his latest song ‘All We Want’. This latest
EP includes these initial versions sung in English, Italian and French, with a
mix of male and female lead and backing vocals on top of a single
gentle finger plucked acoustic guitar track performed by Roberto.
Roberto inspired by the international response to the terrorist events in
recent times and in particular, the Paris 2015 attacks, wants to send a
simple message with this contemporary song, i.e., “We all share a right for
‘peace and love’ in living our daily lives, in all our communities,
irrespective language, gender or culture! We just need the courage to
declare and believe in it”. Said Roberto.
Roberto posted the main lyric from his song on Facebook (see the screen
shot to the right) recently and was overwhelmed by the international
response i.e., over 13.7K likes in just a few weeks of sharing. “I was totally
un-prepared replying to over 1.2K comments, while mostly positive; others
were questioning the reality and worth of my beliefs. All of the sudden I
had to come up with the right supportive words sometimes translating
them into other languages. It was truly a thought provoking and selfchallenging experience. Check out the post and you will see what I
mean!” Said Roberto.
Roberto hopes to collaborate further with other talented session
singers/musicians to produce further versions of his song in all languages
to “provide a universal chorus to validate and enforce global sentiment
of wanting peace and love in all our communities” says Roberto.
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